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Abstract

Soft-tissue sarcomas are a rare and complex group of malignant tumors. Advanced MRI sequences such as diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and perfusion-weighted imaging/dynamic contrast enhancement (PWI/DCE) can provide valuable tumor characterization and treatment response assessment. In the case of archetypical cellular tumors such as Pleomorphic Undifferentiated sarcoma (UPS), Good responders often display right-side displacement of the ADC intensity histogram, resulting in increased ADC-mean and decreased kurtosis and Skewness compared with Baseline and poor responders' more left-sided curve. The PWI/DCE pattern most often associated with a good response is the presence of a “capsular-like” enhancement and a TIC type 2. Sarcoma hemorrhage patterns on SWI emerge during treatment, including "interstitial," globular," "luminal," and incomplete and complete “peripheral ring-like” tumor wall hemosiderin impregnation. Treatment-induced bleeding is typically associated with low SWI-mean values and a left-sided intensity histogram with positive Skewness.

During post-surgical surveillance, DCE MR imaging can reliably distinguish recurrent sarcoma from post-surgical scarring. TICs III, IV, and V raise the suspicion of local tumor recurrence, while TIC type II usually represents benign post-operative change such as granulation tissue. Advanced MRI is an essential tool for assessing sarcomas during and after therapy.

Introduction

Soft tissue sarcomas are a heterogeneous group of malignant tumors. Several subgroups are known, including Adipocytic, Fibroblastic/myofibroblastic, So-called fibrohistiocytic, Vascular, Pericytic (perivascular), Skeletal muscle, Smooth muscle, Gastrointestinal stroma, Chondro-osseous, Peripheral nerve sheath, Uncertain differentiation, and Undifferentiated small round cell Sarcomas [1].

Undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcomas (UPS) are the largest subgroup of soft tissue sarcomas, accounting for approximately 20% of all cases. The present article’s STS description is primarily UPS-based, presenting it as an archetypical cellular soft-tissue sarcoma tumor model that is significantly different from the ones observed on other primary myxoid, chondroid, lipomatous, or fibrous-rich STS. UPS is diagnosed when all other identifiable lines of histopathologic differentiation have been excluded. Histopathologically, undifferentiated STS can be divided into four genetic subgroups, with pleomorphic tumors being the most common. They can occur anywhere in the body and at any age; although pleomorphic tumors are more common in older patients, round-cell tumors occur more frequently in younger individuals [2].

The heterogeneity of high-grade soft tissue sarcomas is reflected in the MRI signal characteristics of the lesions. Advanced MRI sequences, such as diffusion-weighted and dynamic contrast-enhanced imaging, are advantageous when successfully treated tumors form alternate tissue types, such as fibrosis and granulation tissue, rather than necrosis [3,4].

Post-therapeutic assessment

Post-therapeutically, these tumors may demonstrate
hemosiderin deposition, granulation tissue formation, fibrosis, and calcification. After undergoing chemotherapy or radiation therapy, assessing the response of soft-tissue tumors (STS) can be challenging because most treated STS contains a combination of different cells, such as tumor cells, necrosis, and hemorrhage. Furthermore, viable tumor cells can be replaced with benign tissue rather than undergoing necrosis, which makes it difficult to determine if the tumor has decreased, increased in size, or remained the same. Response criteria such as the Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST) require a significant reduction in tumor size to be considered a positive response. The modified Choi criteria have been designed specifically for soft-tissue tumors and allow for a partial response with a decrease in size or attenuation of 10% or 15%, respectively. Other metrics have been studied to assess tumor response and prognosis.

Most STS patients receive systemic therapy with anthracyclines and alkylating agents [5]. Radiation therapy may also be administered before or after surgery. Early indicators of tumor susceptibility to treatment can help identify effective agents and stop ineffective ones. High post-therapeutic tumor necrosis (TIN) is a robust prognostic indicator in some sarcomas. Increased histologic necrosis may lead to higher rates of R0 resection and facilitate limb salvage in unresectable tumors due to neurovascular encasement or truncal involvement [3,6].

**Pseudo progression**

According to the literature, pseudoprogression is a phenomenon where a tumor enlarges from the therapeutic Baseline, followed by radiologic regression without change in therapy and an indication of progression on subsequent imaging or pathologic assessment. This can occur in up to 10% of STS Good Responders and 30% of patients with an intermediate response. Furthermore, tumor volume may increase in size by up to 40% after radiation. A pilot study by Fields et al. found that some cases displayed increased volume despite 95% tumor necrosis [7].

From our experience, pseudo-progression is commonly observed in Good Responders. It may demonstrate a volume increase of up to 60% at Post Chemotherapy and 90% at Post-Radiation, both in the range of disease progression by RECIST, even in patients with the most significant response, with more than 90% of treatment-induced necrosis (TIN) (Figure 1).

**Multiparametric assessment of soft-tissue sarcoma**

Our institution routinely utilizes multiparametric MRI for the study of extremity tumors, particularly Soft-Tissue sarcomas (STS), including Diffusion Imaging (DWI/ADC), Perfusion Imaging (PWI/DCE), and Contrast-enhances Susceptibility Imaging (CE-SWI). The entire study typically lasts less than 40 minutes on average. For STS, we usually conduct a pre-therapy Baseline study, one to three MRIs during systemic therapy, and one post-radiation analysis within two to three months of radiation therapy and before surgical resection. This comprehensive approach allows us to provide a reliable assessment of Treatment-Induced Necrosis (TIN) as a measure of treatment effectiveness.

**Diffusion-Imaging (DWI)**

Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) is an MRI sequence that measures the density of tumor cells. DWI uses the movement of water molecules to determine the cellularity of malignancies, which have fewer extracellular spaces and smaller cytoplasm than normal tissues. The restricted diffusion in malignancies results in lower ADC values, which can help distinguish them from benign lesions (Figure 2). Effective therapy resulting in cell death increases water diffusion, reflected in higher ADC values. ADC values are inversely correlated with the Ki67 labeling index, indicating a lower mean in higher proliferation groups [8,9]. DWI has also been shown to be a valuable biomarker for response assessment in sarcoma patients treated with preoperative radiation therapy. Changes at the cellular level occur before morphologic changes, making DWI a potential prognostic tool if performed early in treatment [10-14]. Not only ADC mean but also minimum ADC values are considerably higher in good responders (> 90% of necrosis by histological examination) than in poor responders [12].

In our experience, good responders tend to have a lower baseline ADC mean and the highest percentage of increase at post-radiation MRI, often in the range of 40% [13] (Figure 3).

When examining STS ADC maps, it’s essential to keep in mind that tumoral bleeding can cause low ADC values due to susceptibility-related T2* shortening, which can affect the signal intensity on DWI. This phenomenon can lead to equivocal interpretations of STS features when restricted diffusion is present alongside blood, melanin, high-protein content, and iron, as these substances may cause nontumoral restricted diffusion. It’s important to note that intra-tumoral hemorrhage, often seen in high-grade soft-tissue tumors, can worsen in the context of successful therapy with a high degree of TIN, which can impede the expected rise of ADC resulting from the treatment-induced reduction of cellularity [14].

**Perfusion Imaging with Dynamic Contrast Enhancement (PWI/DCE)**

Dynamic contrast MRI involves a series of rapid scans through the tumor following intravenous contrast administration and assesses tissue perfusion kinetics over time. Dynamic contrast MRI (DCE) is a valuable technique for determining tissue perfusion kinetics and identifying viable malignant tissue in tumors over time.
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Figure 1: LO (Learning Objective): Pseudo progression due to Radiation Therapy. Axial FS T1 post-contrast imaging of the left shoulder demonstrates (A) a Pre-therapeutic tumor, (B) an increase in the size and enhancement of the tumor. (C) Without additional therapy, there has been a decrease in size and enhancement indicating pseudoprogression on Figure 1b (arrowhead). The histologic specimen demonstrated 95% necrosis, combined with granulation tissue and no viable tumor.

Figure 2: ADC of Cellular STS - High-grade UPS: (A) DWI b800 demonstrating high signal intensity within the posterior left ankle tumor. (B) ADC map displaying a value of $0.8 \times 10^{-3}$ mm$^2$/s. This value is within the accepted range of restricted diffusion for cellular soft tissue sarcoma ($0.7-1.1 \times 10^{-3}$ mm$^2$/s) (C-D) Intensity histogram curve demonstrates low ADC with Positive Skew (left-sided intensity histogram curve).

Figure 3: ADC of Good Response in UPS: (A-B) Pretherapeutic contrast-enhanced MRI of the left thigh with a predominance of solid internal enhancement, associated with a left-sided ADC histogram (positive Skewness). (B-C) Post-therapeutic contrast-enhanced MRI demonstrating markedly diminished solid enhancement and a right-sided ADC histogram (negative Skewness).

https://doi.org/10.29328/journal.jro.1001055
Malignant tissues typically show rapid early enhancement compared to benign tumors; DCE can differentiate between malignant and benign by identifying their different perfusion patterns tissue. This technique is valuable for biopsy navigation and identifying post-therapeutic histologic changes [8,15]. Although there is contradicting published information regarding its value in distinguishing benign from malignant tumors, DCE combined with DWI has been found to increase diagnostic accuracy for identifying therapeutic responses compared to conventional, static post-contrast imaging alone.

Advanced imaging can identify post-therapeutic histologic changes, such as the development of granulation tissue and fibrosis, that could otherwise be indistinguishable from the viable tumor in conventional imaging [16, 17]. In our experience, particularly with Undifferentiated Pleomorphic Sarcomas, the PWI/DCE pattern most often associated with a good response is a "capsular-like" enhancement and a TIC type 2. Kinetic curve V and "unipolar" and “bipolar” enhancement patterns are often associated with partial and non-responders.

**Susceptibility-Weighted Imaging (SWI)**

SWI is a 3D high-spatial-resolution, velocity-corrected gradient-echo MRI sequence that uses magnitude and filtered-phase information to create images. It uses tissue magnetic susceptibility differences to generate signal contrast. Such signal arises from paramagnetic (hemosiderin), diamagnetic (minerals and calcifications), and ferromagnetic (metal) molecules, resulting in loss of signal. Susceptibility-weighted imaging (SWI) is a powerful MRI technique that uses tissue magnetic susceptibility differences to create images with high spatial resolution. This technique can detect various susceptibility effects, including the T2* susceptibility effect, T2 signal, and out-of-phase fat and water effect. The combined use of SWI and intravenous paramagnetic contrast: Contrast-Enhanced SWI (CE-SWI) has been used in neuroradiology to characterize intracranial tumors [18]. Postcontrast SWI images demonstrate a bright rim of enhancement surrounding intracranial parenchymal (intra-axial) tumors such as lymphoma [19].

The novel use of SWI in MSK oncologic imaging can be especially useful, as it can help to differentiate between benign and malignant soft tissue tumors, as higher-grade tumors tend to have spontaneous central hemorrhage patterns. In our institution, we have explored the use of Contrast-Enhanced SWI (CE-SWI), where susceptibility (T2*) and T1 shortening sensitivity are combined during CE-SWI sequences. In soft tissue tumors, this sequence can demonstrate the viable, T1-shortening enhancing portions of a soft tissue sarcoma separately from T2* hypointense hemorrhagic/necrotic components, suggesting its utility as an indicator for evaluating treatment response. Early results have also helped to separate immature enhancing from T2 hypointense mature collagenized desmoid tumor components [20].

During treatment for sarcoma, hemorrhage patterns can appear on SWI. These patterns include "interstitial," "globular," "luminal," and incomplete and complete "peripheral ring-like" tumor wall hemosiderin impregnation. If bleeding occurs, it is typically associated with low SWI-mean values and a left-sided intensity histogram with positive Skewness.

Our experience has shown that a complete T2* hypointense ring is a typical SWI morphologic pattern observed in the good responder group [21-24] (Figure 4). The CE-SWI sequence provides additional and valuable information and typically adds no more than an additional 4-5 minutes to the MRI exam. As a result, it has become a structural sequence of our routine extremity tumor MRI protocol [25,26].

**Post-surgical surveillance and tumor recurrence**

After undergoing radical resection for soft tissue sarcoma, the patient undergoes regular MRI surveillance to monitor for recurrence. Published Tumor recurrence can be as high as 40% [27]. At our institution, the recurrence rate is in the range of 10% of cases. The surveillance schedule typically includes MR scans every 3 months for the first 2 years, followed by scans every 4 months for 3 to 4 years, every 6 months for 4 to 5 years, and annually for 5 to 10 years.

Adding functional MR sequences, such as DCE MR imaging, to the standard MR protocol is recommended to improve the accuracy of detecting recurrent tumors further. This technique has a specificity of over 95% for distinguishing between recurrent sarcoma and post-surgical scarring. TICs III, IV, and V are highly suspicious for local tumor recurrence and require a confirmatory percutaneous biopsy, while TIC type II usually represents benign post-operative changes [28-30]. In our experience, DCE MR imaging can reliably distinguish recurrent sarcoma from post-surgical scarring. TICs III, IV, and V raise the suspicion of local tumor recurrence, while TIC type II usually represents benign post-operative change such as granulation tissue (Figure 5).

**Discussion**

As cancer treatment continues to advance, more targeted therapies are available that can increase the lifespan of patients, even without reducing the tumor size. In light of this, new metrics are being developed that focus on more accurate indicators of tumor behavior beyond just its size. For example, DWI and PWI imaging techniques are becoming increasingly relevant because they can help resolve common diagnostic dilemmas. These techniques can differentiate between tumor expansion due to post-therapeutic necrosis and disease progression or identify granulation tissue from recurrent tumors. By combining these new functional modalities with traditional anatomic evaluations, healthcare
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 providers can improve their ability to assess therapeutic responses and better care for cancer patients [5].

Traditional response criteria such as RECIST rely on physical measurements, but tumor diameter does not always reflect response. Volumetric pseudo-progression can be a helpful indicator of high treatment-induced necrosis. Functional imaging techniques like DWI and PWI/DCE can also provide valuable information on tumor characterization and treatment response. Various hemorrhage patterns on SWI during treatment are observed.

DWI can show the level of tumor cellularity, which helps distinguish between benign and malignant tumors. It can also be used to assess treatment response. On the other hand, PWI, specifically dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) perfusion with dynamic gadolinium injection and enhancement time-intensity curve analysis and tumor kinetics assessment, has proven useful in evaluating treatment response. This technique has an advantage in cases where response underestimation may occur using size-based traditional evaluation [31]. Perfusion MRI and diffusion/apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) mapping can help identify good responders to chemotherapy early. Perfusion MRI and Diffusion MRI can be incorporated into routine imaging protocols, increasing diagnostic accuracy for the initial and post-therapeutic assessment of STS [5] (Figure 6).

In our experience, SWI is a valuable biomarker for tumor treatment response. Its ability to display hemorrhage in soft tissue lesions and distinguish viable, enhancing portions of soft tissue sarcoma from hemorrhagic or necrotic components...
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has become a valuable tool in assessing treatment-induced tumor changes. The novel use of Contrast-enhanced SWI (CE-SWI) in STS assessment has made it possible to identify the viable, T1-shortening enhancing parts of a soft tissue sarcoma separately from T2* hypointense hemorrhagic/necrotic components, making it an excellent indicator for the evaluation of treatment response. The presence of a complete T2* peripheral hypointense ring is a common SWI morphologic pattern observed in the good responder group. This innovative use of CE-SWI has the potential to be a powerful imaging tool in assessing TIN and overall treatment response, to be considered as part of a multiparametric STS baseline and treatment evaluation.

**Recommendation**

Conducting routine multiparametric MRI for STS baseline and treatment evaluation using DWI, PWI, and SWI can provide valuable biological information regarding intrinsic tumor and treatment-induced changes. These changes may not be easily detectable using size-based metrics like RECIST and WHO; therefore, we find these alternative methods necessary, which is why they are part of our routine Extremity Sarcoma MRI protocol.

Based on our experience, performing MRI with PWI/DCE imaging during routine post-surgical surveillance is an effective method for differentiating between recurrent...
sarcoma and post-surgical scarring. TICs III, IV, and V indicate possible local tumor recurrence, while TIC type II typically indicates benign post-operative changes, such as granulation tissue. Due to its high predictive value, analyzing PWI/DCE is critical in evaluating tumor recurrence, especially for archetypical cellular and some myxoid STS. However, it may be less valuable in assessing the recurrence of lipomatous or chondroid types of STS.

**Conclusion**

In our experience, a combination of post-radiation volumetric pseudoprogression, “ring-like” T2* hypointensity on CE-SWI, and “capsular-like” PWI/DCE enhancement with Type II TIC, a right-side displacement of the ADC intensity histogram with an increased ADC mean of more than 40% since the Baseline, and a significant SWI-mean decrease / Skewness increase at post-chemotherapy is often seen in successfully treated non-myxoid UPS with > 90% treatment-induced necrosis (TIN).

At the same time, suboptimal responders often display an incomplete ring on SWI, unipolar or bipolar enhancement on PWI, and TIC III, IV, or V.

During post-surgical routine surveillance MRI, DCE MR imaging can reliably distinguish recurrent sarcoma from post-surgical scarring. TICs III, IV, and V raise the suspicion of local tumor recurrence, while TIC type II usually represents benign post-operative change such as granulation tissue.

Multiparametric MRI, including DWI/ADC, PWI/DCE, and CE-SWI, can be a powerful method for assessing sarcomas during and after therapy, often outperforming traditional size-based tumor metrics and conventional MRI.
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